English
Whole class Text – Wonder by R J Palacio
Main writing outcomes:

Computing: Building a website

PE

Can I produce a website that informs
visitors about the Galapagos Islands?
Can I use basic HTML code?
Can I use basic CSS code?

Netball and Gymnastics

Informative writing: Can I write an informative piece about
the animals of the Galapagos? (Based on Wild Animals of the
North and South by Dieter Braun)
Persuasive writing: Can I write to persuade visitors to come
to the Galapagos and can I write to persuade Auggie’s
school friends to stop bullying him (based on Wonder)

Can I evaluate someone’s
performance and give
constructive feedback?

Maths
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WOW visitors and experiences

Can I recognise that living things have changed over time
and that fossils provide information about living things
that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago?

Launch:

Can I recognise that living things produce offspring of the
same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not
identical to their parents?

Landing:
Galapagos Gallery

Can I identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit
their environment in different ways and that adaptation
may lead to evolution?

Can I make observational drawings of animals
inspired by Darwin’s ‘finches’ drawings?
Can I use geometric shapes as a foundation for
drawing animals?

Can I apply tactical principles
to team games?

Galapagos and Evolution
Science: Evolution

Art & design / DT

Covering objectives from WhiteRose Maths
Scheme: decimals, percentages, Fractions and
algebra.

Geography
Where are the Galapagos Islands and why was their
remote location and isolated habitat so important for
Darwin’s work?

VR Experience Day

What is a biome and what is unique about the biome
of the Galapagos?
How do people promote sustainable tourism on the
Galapagos Islands?

PSHE

RE: Forgiveness

Active8 course
Do I understand the power of
language?

What does Christianity teach about
forgiveness?

Music: Playing the Ukulele

Do I know how to deal with peer
pressure?

Do I understand why somethings are harder to
give than others?

Can I play chord progressions accurately and
rhythmically?

Do I understand that my choice
leads to consequences I am
responsible for?

Can the Holocaust be forgiven?

Can I play accompaniments with control and accuracy?
Can I read and perform from guitar tab notation?

